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5 Considerations When Choosing 
a Virtual Learning Library

A virtual learning library is a repository of content employees 
can use to improve job performance and productivity. These 
libraries enable employees to build their skills, advance their 
careers and connect with each other, whether they are co-
located or working from home.

While it’s possible for organizations to create their own virtual 
learning libraries, it’s difficult and costly to do so. That’s why 
many companies look to content providers to give their 
employees access to relevant, up-to-date content, whenever 
and wherever they need it.

But with so many library providers on the market, how can you 
know which is the best fit for your organization and your 
learners? Here are five things to keep in mind when looking for 
a company to partner with:
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• Do they fill the gap we are looking to fill in our 
existing training content and programs?

• Will learners leave with practical, immediately 
applicable skills and behaviors? 

• Will learners recommend the courses to their peers?

First, make sure the library you use has all the topics your learners will need. Identify the 
problem you’re trying to solve or the skills gap(s) you’re trying to fill; then, you can select 
a library that will meet those needs. Work with your business partners to understand 
their strategy and goals. For example, if a team’s goal is to move to agile work, be sure to 
pick a library with topics like work prioritization, attention management and gathering 
feedback. Often, you can work with a provider to create a custom solution tailored 
specifically to your learners, their skills and their jobs.

Before you make a purchase, ask to see course overviews and objectives, and look at 
them through the lens of three questions:

The Breadth of 
the Portfolio

If the answer to all three questions is “yes,” you may have a winner!
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Of course, it doesn’t matter if a library’s topics are a fit if the content itself 
isn’t good. Quantity is not enough; quality matters, too. Just because the 
content is delivered digitally doesn’t mean the learning experience should 
suffer. Learning should be hands-on, and even collaborative. Look for 
libraries that provide ways for learners to stay engaged while providing 
simple, practical models and content that they can take back to their roles 
and apply immediately. 

The Quality 
of Content
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If your learners are willing to take on 
pre-work or application exercises after 
training (or if you can encourage them 
to be!), there are many ways you 
can—and should—integrate other 
learning tools into a learning library. 
For example, you may send 
participants an article through your 
LMS before they take a course, or 
provide activities to do with their 
teams afterward. Such activities are a 
great way to practice new skills and 
cascade learning deeper into a team.

The Ability to 
Integrate With Your 
Existing Tools
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The Alignment of
Content With 
Business Goals

Transparency between business functions and the 
learning and development organization is key. 
Conduct employee engagement surveys and look 
for areas that multiple managers have 
recommended for employee development. For 
example, if managers across the board are 
struggling to make decisions, you can offer a 
course on decision-making through your library.

It’s also a good idea to stay on top of industry 
trends. Six months ago, many organizations didn’t 
need to have courses on remote team 
management in their libraries. A lot has changed 
since then, and that topic is likely in most 
companies’ virtual learning libraries now.
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Research has found that when organizations provide training in multiple modalities, learners are more 
engaged in the training because it’s more likely to occur in their preferred format. Make sure that the learning 
library you select will be able to operate within a multimodal approach to training. This way, you’ll meet the 
needs of a diverse group of learners and improve learning outcomes.

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, more people than ever are working and learning at home. Even as 
businesses begin to open up, this trend is not going anywhere. Organizations are now realizing that virtual 
learning, when done well, can be as effective as (if not more effective than) in-person training—with lower 
financial and time costs. As your organization moves forward with a remote workforce, whether it’s fully or only 
partially remote, virtual learning libraries will be an important element of your training offerings. Following 
these five tips will make sure you have what you need for your learners to be successful.

The Ability to Support a
Multimodal Platform
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About CoreAxis

CoreAxis designs and delivers immersive learning programs. We are creative and practical; combining our high quality 
models, eLearning best practices and a memorable user experience through all digital modalities.

Our innovative agency solutions are award-winning—from high-impact in-class and virtual training to eLearning and 
virtual reality, our programs provide learners with the concepts and practical application experiences to see measurable 
results in individual and team performance.

For a full list of our services and custom solutions, please visit www.coreaxis.com.
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Looking for a Learning Library?

The CoreAxis Learning Suite catalog of courses 
can help your employees excel in their careers 
and increase productivity. Let our award-
winning content development team work for 
you with our ready-made courses that can be 
customized to meet your unique needs.

Click Here to Learn More
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